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Limescale formation and dirty-looking
surfaces plus flawed appearances caused
by long-term use of surfactants - both
are critical drawbacks of cleaning micro-
porous surfaces like fine stoneware and
safety tiles. Buzil offers an innovative so-
lution to this problem with O TENS
AZID G 501, the surfactant-free acidic
fine stoneware cleaner, which has been
on the market since 2014. This acidic
maintenance cleaner with a ph-level > 2
is specifically used on acid-resistant
floorings and surfaces. Thanks to the

synergetic effect of its natural acidic
system, O TENS AZID cleans without
leaving streaks or residue behind. It re-
duces re-soiling and is exceptionally
gentle on materials. It removes lime and
mineral build-up and prevents renewed
formation of limescale.

BUZIL-WERK Wagner GmbH & Co. KG,
87700 Memmingen/Germany
Tel.: +49 83 31/930 – 6

The nomination for the finals puts Buzil's General
Manager Klaus Karl and his team into a good mood.

Nominated in the Chemical category: Buzil O TENS AZID G 501

The Voigt Uniwersal VC 250, a universal
cleaning agent for water-resistant
surfaces has won the award. 
The product is recommended by the
manufacturer for water-resistant surfa-
ces like f loors, tiles, furniture and
painted surfaces and is thereby parti-
cularly suitable for cleaning office
buildings and everywhere where
various surfaces are found. 
The concentrated, antistatic universal
cleaner leaves behind a pleasant

scent and ensures mild cleaning with
active oxygen. Anti-Stone Technology
provides streak-free cleaning without
residues or water spots; anti-fingerprint
technology protects surfaces from
fingerprints.

PPUH VOIGT Sp. z o.o.
41-813 Zabrze/Poland
Tel.: +48 32 272 25 73

Winner in the Chemical category: Voigt Uniwersal VC 250

Proud of the Golden Broom Award in the "Chemical"
category: Klaus Voigt and Ludmila Jama-Voigt.

Sanitary cleaner Oxycal can be used
on toilet bowls and sinks, urinals made
from ceramic, porcelain or steel, wall
and floor tiles, in sanitary facilities and
in all areas were gentle lime removal
plus odour improvement and a blea-
ching effect are required. 
Its modern acidic mixture combined
with oxygen-splitting ingredients
makes for a quick clean with a blea-
ching effect in all wet areas of sanitary
facilities. The oxidative effect of the

oxygen neutralises unpleasant scents
and improves air quality. When used
regularly, the bleaching effect of the
resulting oxygen makes dark spots and
discolourations disappear. Oxycal is
particularly suited for high-traffic areas,
like airports or train stations. 

Johannes Kiehl KG
85235 Odelzhausen/Germany
Tel.: +49 81 34/93 05 – 0

Nominated in the Chemical category: Kiehl sanitary cleaner Oxycal

Happy about the nomination: 
Bogusław Żegarski, Gerald Pest, Anna Khan, 
Christian Geisinger, Robert Żegarski, Przemysław
Żegarski, Piotr Soczewiński and Marcin Krucz.
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